ST Express routes

SERVICE CHANGE, MARCH 2021

Adjusting times to better match Sounder schedule at Kent Station.

Reduction Additions

Reducing scheduled travel times to match passenger loads, and reducing scheduled travel times to reflect current traffic conditions.

Adding four daily trips, adjusting timing of some trips to meet demand, and reducing scheduled travel times to reflect current traffic levels.

Adding four southbound morning trips and eliminating one afternoon northbound trip.

Restoring five trips to return to pre-pandemic service level.

Eliminating one southbound trip due to low ridership and reducing scheduled travel times to reflect current traffic levels.

Adjusting times to better match Sounder schedule at Kent Station.

New alignment through Downtown Seattle in northbound direction. All trips (weekdays and weekends) terminate at Eastlake Ave./Thomas St., operating via 4th Ave., Olive Way and Howell St.

Adding stop at Federal Way Transit Center in both directions.

Tacoma-Gig Harbor), and to increase Tacoma-Seattle capacity.
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Holiday schedule, March – September 2021

constraints.

Trains continue running every 12-15 minutes, but schedules shift slightly due to operator scheduling.